
Fill in the gaps

Bright lights by Gary Clark Jr.

 Woke up, woke up in New York City  (1)__________  on the

floor 

 Just outside of Mercy's West 54, well

 You  (2)__________   (3)________  my name by the end of

the night yeah

 You gonna know my name by the end of the night, well

  (4)____________  lights, big city going to my head

  (5)____________  lights, big  (6)________  going to my

head

 Bright lights, big city  (7)__________  to my head

 I don't care no, because you don't care, no

 Stuck off  (8)________  the bottle ended it up with the bottle

 Taking shots, waiting on the morrow

 Trying to fill up, was hollow

 You gonna know my name

 You  (9)__________  know my name

  (10)____________  lights, big city going to my head

  (11)____________  lights, big  (12)________  going to my

head

  (13)____________  lights, big city  (14)__________  to my

head

 I don't care no,  (15)______________  you don't care, no

 Get lost in  (16)________  city trying to  (17)________ 

myself

 I wind up, good different  (18)______________  came down

 Somebody else I  (19)________  

 It ain't right but  (20)________  song in my head, oh

 I'm surprised tha I'm still alive, I should be dead

  (21)____________  lights, big  (22)________  going to my

head

 Bright lights, big city  (23)__________  to my head

  (24)____________  lights, big city going to my head

 I don't  (25)________  no, because you don't care, no

 You gonna know my name

 You gonna know my name

 You gonna know my name

 You  (26)__________  know my name by the end of the

night, well
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Fill in the gaps

Answer
1. lying

2. gonna

3. know

4. Bright

5. Bright

6. city

7. going

8. with

9. gonna

10. Bright

11. Bright

12. city

13. Bright

14. going

15. because

16. this

17. find

18. persons

19. know

20. this

21. Bright

22. city

23. going

24. Bright

25. care

26. gonna
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